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STEP 2: HOPE
In step two we learned hope as we
came to believe that a Power greater than
ourselves could restore us to sanity. This same
hope will now need to underlie all our actions.
Even in our loneliest hours, we can remind
ourselves of the great truth that we are not
alone; even in our weakest moments we will
ﬁnd the strength we need if we believe it is
available to us and ask for it.

LOOKING FOR A MEETING?

VISIT CMAAZ.ORG/CALENDAR
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A STORY OF GRACE AND SERENITY

SIMPLICITY AND BEAUTY THROUGH THE 2ND TRADITION
“For our group purpose there is but one
ultimate authority - a loving God as expressed
in our group conscience. Our leaders are but
trusted servants; they do not govern.”
Before program, I dealt with work,
family, and friendship challenges through
power and manipulation.
Tradition Two has taught me another
way. It suggests we serve and let our higher
power govern. When faced with a diﬃculty in
a CMA group, Tradition Two gives me
step-by-step instructions: (1) Ask
for guidance from God; (2)
Discuss the issue carefully;
(3) Vote; (4) trust God’s will.
This is much simpler than
manipulation; plus, I can
feel good about myself and
let go.
Recently, I went to
my home group and shared
that I was beginning to feel
resentful because the same core
group of members were continually ﬁlling
all of the service positions. Our traditions tell

us this is unhealthy for the group and doesn’t
beneﬁt the people continually doing service
nor those doing no service.
The spirit of rotation reminds us that
we take turns ﬁlling service commitments in
CMA in the same way that family members
might take turns doing household chores.
After sharing my concerns, several members
voiced insecurities about doing service. After
they were assured they would be supported in
their service, we had several ﬁrst time
meeting chairs, a new treasurer,
and a new Intergroup Representative.
The beauty of the group
conscience for me is that I
learn to express myself in
an adult way. In the end,
my recovery as a whole is
strengthened.
Editor’s Note: If you
would like to share some
wisdom about one of the Traditions
or Steps, please submit your reﬂections to
pipeline@cmaaz.org.
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THE SASSY SPONSOR TRUST IN SERVICE
SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO SASSY@CMAAZ.ORG
Dear Sassy Sponsor,
I’ve been using some leftover psych
meds as a sleep aid, even though it’s no longer
prescribed. Does this count as a relapse?
- Sleepless in Scottsdale
Dear Sleepless,
Sassy Sponsor has no idea if you
relapsed. Do you feel like you have? What does
your gut tell you? More importantly, what
does your HP think of this? That’s really Who
you should be taking this question to. Then
listen for the answer.
- Sassy S.
Dear Sassy Sponsor,
I feel disconnected from the fellowship
when I see people interacting with each other
but ignoring me. What should I do?
- Phriendless in Phoenix
Dear Phriendless,
Show up early to the next meeting and
oﬀer to read. Make the coﬀee. Stay late and
help clean up. Get a homegroup and a service
position in that group. Chair a meeting. Start a
Big Book study. Go up to the newcomers and
shake their hands. Join a committee. Smile at
people. Introduce yourself. Be of service.
We’ve all been in this boat before -even those who you now see interacting with
each other while ignoring you. No one shows
up to CMA with a host of friends. Get involved!
Life is beautiful. Then smile some more.
- Sassy S.

RELYING ON RELIABLE LEADERS

Trust is taking the risk to bank on the
belief that someone or something is reliable,
good, honest, and eﬀective. It is the assured
and ﬁrm reliance on the character, ability,
strength, or truth of someone or something.
When we apply this deﬁnition to the
second CMA tradition, we are referring to the
trusted servanthood of our leaders – those on
the local level (meeting chair, treasurer), on
the District and Intergroup level (the board
and the committees), and the regional and
world levels as well.
This kind of service can be best
expressed in these words of wisdom: Don't do
anything from selﬁsh ambition, or from a
cheap desire to boast; but be humble towards
each other, never thinking you are better than
others. And look out for each other's interests,
not just for your own. So, we trust our leaders
to accomplish their given tasks. We trust our
leaders to facilitate our recovery through their
service. We trust that our leaders themselves
are striving in recovery as they work the
12-step program.
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SPONSORSHIP A SPECIAL BLESSING
A LONG-TIMER RELECTS ON HER TIME AS A SPONSOR
I believe that the CMA Fellowship tells
us that all recovering members in the fellowship have two things in common — they have
a sponsor and are willing to be a sponsor.
For me, being a sponsor over the years
in CMA has given me so much more than I
could ever give. I have been touched by the
love and appreciation from those I am sponsoring and also learn about me while reaching
out to them.
For one thing, each person I sponsor
gives me a chance to share my experience,
strength, and hope. By this focus, my program
and recovery is strengthened. It also gives me
an opportunity to give back what my sponsors
have so selﬂessly given me. Often someone
I'm sponsoring shares an experience or struggle that reminds me how blessed I am to have
found a way out of that struggle. By sharing
that path with another, I strengthen my
personal recovery.
Recently, as a long-timer in the

program, I expressed how much I enjoyed the
closeness I had experienced with sponsees
over the years ... and how I still treasure some
of these friends. Shortly after sharing this at a
meeting, I found myself given new chances to
sponsor members to whom I felt a special
connection – sort of like God answering a
prayer.
When I experienced fear over the time
commitment in being a sponsor, I have turned
this issue over to my Higher Power trusting
that willingness would not overwhelm me and
prayed for the courage to be available to those
who feel I can help them. So far, God has been
doing a great job in this area of sponsorship.
As a result, I have the courage to turn
over other issues to my Higher Power as well.
My experience has taught me not to be afraid
to sponsor another person as it always helps
you ﬁnd yourself – your best self – a happy
place to be!
- Anonymous

The 12th Step instructs us to put our
principles into action by carrying the message
of recovery to the addict who still suﬀers. The
CMA Service Structure provides opportunities
for accomplishing this. Come to a committee
meeting and ﬁnd one that’s right for you!!

Hospitals & Institutions, 1st Tues., 7pm
Public Info & Outreach, 4th Tues., 7pm
Communications, 4th Tues., 6:00pm
Jerry’s Restaurant, 2323 E Thomas Rd
Events & Fundraising, 1st Wed., 7:30pm
Fellowship Hall, 12428 N 28th Dr
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